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Abstract. In response to increased greenhouse-gas concentrations, climate models12

predict that the polar regions will experience the largest relative change in13

precipitation, where a substantial absolute increase in precipitation coincides with14

small precipitation rates in the present-day climate. The reasons for this amplification,15

however, are still debated. Here, we use an atmospheric energy budget to decompose16

regional precipitation change from climate models under greenhouse-gas forcing into17

contributions from atmospheric radiative feedbacks, dry-static energy flux divergence18

changes, and surface sensible heat flux changes. The polar-amplified relative19

precipitation change is shown to be a consequence of the Planck feedback, which,20

when combined with larger polar warming, favors substantial atmospheric radiative21

cooling that balances increases in latent heat release from precipitation. Changes in the22

dry-static energy flux divergence contribute modestly to the polar-amplified pattern.23

Additional contributions to the polar-amplified response come, in the Arctic, from the24

cloud feedback and, in the Antarctic, from both the cloud and water vapor feedbacks.25

The primary contributor to the intermodel spread in the relative precipitation change26

in the polar region is also the Planck feedback, with the lapse rate feedback and27

dry-static energy flux divergence changes playing secondary roles. For all regions,28

there are strong covariances between radiative feedbacks and changes in the dry-static29

energy flux divergence that impact the intermodel spread. These results imply that30

constraining regional precipitation change, particularly in the polar regions, will require31

constraining not only individual feedbacks but also the covariances between radiative32

feedbacks and atmospheric energy transport.33
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1. Introduction37

The polar regions are predicted to warm more than other regions in response to rising38

greenhouse-gas concentrations. This feature of climate change, referred to as “polar am-39

plification”, has been a robust projection for several decades (Manabe and Wetherald,40

1975; Manabe and Stouffer, 1980; Holland and Bitz, 2003) and has been attributed to41

numerous processes such as sea ice changes (Manabe and Wetherald, 1975; Holland and42

Bitz, 2003; Winton, 2006; Graversen and Wang, 2009; Feldl and Merlis, 2021), increased43

poleward energy transport (Holland and Bitz, 2003; Hwang et al., 2011; Singh et al.,44

2017; Merlis and Henry, 2018; Beer et al., 2020), local radiative feedbacks (Pithan and45

Mauritsen, 2014; Payne et al., 2015; Stuecker et al., 2018; Henry et al., 2021; Hahn et al.,46

2021), and interactions between poleward energy transport and radiative feedbacks (Bo-47

nan et al., 2018; Russotto and Ackerman, 2018; Feldl et al., 2020; Previdi et al., 2021;48

Beer and Eisenman, 2022). However, despite the extensive amount of research on the49

polar amplification of temperature change, there are other aspects of the climate sys-50

tem that also exhibit polar-amplified changes in response to elevated greenhouse-gas51

concentrations. For example, under warming, the relative change in precipitation is also52

predicted to be largest in the polar regions, where a substantial absolute increase in pre-53

cipitation coincides with small precipitation rates in the present-day climate (Bengtsson54

et al., 2011; Bintanja and Selten, 2014; Bintanja and Andry, 2017; Pithan and Jung,55

2021; McCrystall et al., 2021).56

57

The larger relative precipitation change in the polar regions is a feature common to most58

comprehensive global climate models (GCMs) under greenhouse-gas forcing. Figure 159

shows the change in zonal-mean near-surface air temperature (Fig. 1a) and zonal-mean60

precipitation (Fig. 1b) for GCMs participating in Phase 5 and Phase 6 of the Cou-61

pled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5 and CMIP6) 130 – 150 years after an62

abrupt quadrupling of carbon-dioxide (abrupt-4xCO2) relative to years 1 – 20. The63

polar amplification of warming is larger in the Arctic than in the Antarctic, with the64

Arctic warming two-to-three times as much as other regions of the globe (Fig. 1a). This65

hemispheric asymmetry has been attributed to the lapse-rate feedback and Antarctic66

elevation (Salzmann, 2017; Singh and Polvani, 2020; Hahn et al., 2021). Precipitation67

change occurs mainly in the tropics and extratropical high-latitudes (Fig. 1b), where68

GCMs predict an increase in precipitation between 0.5 ´ 1.5 mm ¨ day´1 in the tropics69

and 0.2 ´ 1.0 mm ¨ day´1 in the high-latitudes. However, the largest relative precipita-70

tion increase occurs both in the Arctic and Antarctic (Fig. 1c), where small present-day71

precipitation rates coincide with a large increase in future precipitation. GCMs predict72

a relative increase in precipitation of 20´40% in each polar region compared to 5´20%73

in the tropics. Note, the relative precipitation change is slightly higher across most74

latitudes in CMIP6 (Fig. 1c, right) when compared to CMIP5 (Fig. 1c, left), which75

is likely related to overall higher transient warming and climate sensitivities in CMIP676

(Zelinka et al., 2020; Meehl et al., 2020). Even when the relative zonal-mean precipita-77
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a

b

c

d

Figure 1. Patterns of temperature and precipitation change. The change

in zonal-mean (a) near-surface air temperature, (b) precipitation, (c) precipitation

normalized by the local precipitation climatology, and (d) precipitation normalized by

the local precipitation climatology and local near-surface air temperature change. The

black line denotes the multi-model mean and the grey lines denote individual GCMs.

The left panel contains 23 GCMs from CMIP5 and the right panel contains 61 GCMs

from CMIP6. Changes are computed as the difference between years 130 – 150 and

years 1 – 20 in abrupt-4xCO2 simulations.
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tion change is normalized by the local near-surface air temperature change (Fig. 1d),78

the Arctic and Antarctic still stand out as having much stronger hydrological sensitivity79

rates than any other latitude outside the tropics.80

81

The polar amplification of precipitation change has largely been attributed to an in-82

crease in poleward moisture transport (Bengtsson et al., 2011) and surface evaporation83

related to sea ice retreat (Bintanja and Selten, 2014; Kopec et al., 2016). However, more84

recent work that examined GCMs without sea ice loss has challenged this perspective85

and instead argued that precipitation change in the Arctic is mainly related to local ra-86

diative cooling changes that balance latent heat release from precipitation (Pithan and87

Jung, 2021). Yet the exact processes that cause changes in radiative cooling remains88

unclear, and how these processes influence model projections of precipitation change has89

not been examined in detail. Indeed, a large body of work has shown that global-mean90

precipitation change can be energetically-constrained by radiative processes (e.g., Allen91

and Ingram, 2002; Previdi, 2010; O’Gorman et al., 2012; Pendergrass and Hartmann,92

2014; DeAngelis et al., 2015). These studies have shown that temperature and water93

vapor feedbacks contribute most to global-mean precipitation change and that the in-94

termodel spread in global-mean precipitation change can be attributed to differences95

in atmospheric radiative cooling. However, a similar framework has not been used to96

quantify the role of radiative feedbacks on regional precipitation change. While recent97

work has shown that regional precipitation change can be energetically constrained (e.g.,98

Muller and O’Gorman, 2011; Anderson et al., 2018; Labonté and Merlis, 2020; Pithan99

and Jung, 2021), the relative role of changes in radiative cooling and poleward energy100

transport in contributing to model projections of regional precipitation change remains101

poorly quantified. Arguably, knowledge of the processes that cause regional rather than102

global precipitation change is of greater consequence for society as this may ultimately103

inform local policy, particularly for Arctic communities which will experience the largest104

relative change in precipitation.105

106

The purpose of this paper is to identify mechanisms for regional precipitation change107

under warming, with a particular focus on the polar amplification of precipitation change108

(see Fig. 1c and 1d). To do this, we use output from CMIP5 and CMIP6 GCMs and an109

atmospheric energy budget framework first introduced by Muller and O’Gorman (2011).110

In what follows, we first detail the atmospheric energy budget framework and describe111

the CMIP output. We then decompose regional precipitation change into contributions112

from individual atmospheric radaitive feedbacks, the dry-static energy flux divergence113

changes, and the surface sensible heat flux changes. Finally, we use this framework to114

identify sources of intermodel spread in regional precipitation change under warming.115
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2. Data and methods116

2.1. Atmospheric energy budget117

To identify mechanisms for regional precipitation change P 1 we begin with a standard

atmospheric energy budget. We define R1 as the change in net top-of-atmosphere minus

surface shortwave and longwave radiation; ∇ ¨ F 1 as the change in the atmospheric

energy flux divergence, Q1
sensible as the change in the upward surface sensible heat flux,

and Q1
latent as the change in the upward surface latent heat flux. All quantities are

defined as annual mean so atmospheric energy and moisture storage can be neglected.

Conservation of energy connects these variables via the following expression:

∇ ¨ F 1
“ R1

` Q1
sensible ` Q1

latent. (1)

As noted by Muller and O’Gorman (2011) and Anderson et al. (2018) because ∇ ¨ F 1

is comprised of both a dry-static ∇ ¨ F 1
dry and a latent ∇ ¨ F 1

latent component, and on

annual-mean timescales ∇ ¨F 1
latent is equal to E 1 ´P 1, we can instead rewrite Eq. (1) as:

P 1
“ ´R1

` ∇ ¨ F 1
dry ´ Q1

sensible, (2)

where the change in surface evaporation E 1 is cancelled out by the change in the upward

surface latent heat flux (see Anderson et al. (2018) for more details). Note, P 1 is

in units of W m´2, so it includes the latent heat of condensation (assumed constant

and neglecting the latent heat of fusion for simplicity). We further partition R1 into

local atmospheric feedbacks, λatm, which are defined as difference between the top-of-

atmosphere and surface radiative response per degree of zonal-mean near-surface air

temperature change (λatm ” λtoa ´ λsfc). In this paper, we focus on changes between

years 130 – 150 and years 1 – 20 in abrupt-4xCO2 simulations, which means radiative

forcing is negligible (see below for more details). Thus Eq. (2) becomes:

P 1
“ ´λatmT

1
` ∇ ¨ F 1

dry ´ Q1
sensible ´ ε, (3)

where ε is a residual term and T 1 is the change in near-surface air temperature. Eq. (3)118

relates regional precipitation change P 1 to four terms: atmospheric radiative feedbacks,119

changes in the dry-static energy flux divergence, changes in the upward surface sensible120

heat flux, and a residual term (which is small). Each term in Eq. (3) relates to local121

precipitation change through cooling or warming tendencies. Changes in the dry-static122

energy flux divergence, for instance, can lead to a cooling tendency through the export123

of heat which must be balanced by the latent heat release from precipitation and thus124

an increase in precipitation. However, it is important to note that each term is actually125

a response that corresponds to or balances the local precipitation change, and is there-126

fore likely a combination of both cause and effect of the regional precipitation change.127

The net atmospheric radiative feedback λatm can be further decomposed into individual128

atmospheric radiative feedbacks (e.g., the surface albedo feedback, the lapse rate feed-129

back, cloud feedbacks, etc.). Eq. (3) is similar to the expressions used by Muller and130
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O’Gorman (2011) and Anderson et al. (2018), except now the radiative cooling terms131

are accounted for through individual atmospheric radiative feedbacks representing dis-132

tinct physical processes.133

134

2.2. CMIP5 and CMIP6 output135

To compute each term in Eq. (3) we use monthly mean output from abrupt-4xCO2 sim-136

ulations conducted by a suite of GCMs participating in CMIP5 and CMIP6 (see Table137

S1 and S2 for more information). The change in each variable is computed as the differ-138

ence in a climatology derived from years 130 – 150 of the simulation and a climatology139

derived from years 1 – 20 of the simulation. This is analogous to but simpler than com-140

puting the responses via linear regression over the 150-year simulation (Gregory et al.,141

2004; Hansen et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2020). Because the carbon-dioxide concentration142

is held constant throughout the abrupt-4xCO2 simulation, such epoch differences isolate143

the climate response that is mediated by increasing surface temperature, and avoids the144

need to account for the impact of radiative forcing or rapid adjustments to the radiative145

forcing.146

147

The radiative feedbacks for each GCM are calculated using radiative kernels that quan-148

tify the sensitivity of top-of-atmosphere and surface downwelling radiation to small149

perturbations in surface and atmospheric temperature, water vapor, and surface albedo150

(Soden et al., 2008; Shell et al., 2008). We use recently developed ERA5-based top-151

of-atmosphere and surface radiative kernels (see Huang and Huang (2023) for more152

details). Each feedback is found by multiplying the relevant climate variable anomaly153

by the respective top-of-atmosphere and surface radiative kernel. For feedbacks due to154

atmospheric temperature and water vapor, the radiative response is vertically integrated155

up to the tropopause and then annually averaged. The total temperature feedback is156

further separated into the Planck and lapse rate components. The Planck feedback is157

the radiative flux anomaly associated with vertically uniform temperature change, and158

the lapse rate feedback is the radiative flux anomaly associated with changes in the ver-159

tical structure of temperature. Cloud feedbacks are computed by adjusting the change160

in cloud radiative effect for cloud masking effects, the latter computed by differencing161

clear- and all-sky non-cloud feedbacks (Soden et al., 2008). The atmospheric radiative162

feedbacks are found by taking the difference between the top-of-atmosphere and sur-163

face radiative feedbacks (as noted in Section 2.1). The multi-model and zonal-mean164

profiles of each local atmospheric radiative feedback are shown in Figure S1. Top-of-165

atmosphere radiative feedbacks computed in this study show excellent agreement with166

top-of-atmosphere radiative feedbacks computed in previous studies that used a differ-167

ent set of radiative kernels and the Gregory regression method (e.g., Zelinka et al., 2020;168

Zelinka, 2022), giving us confidence in the accuracy of the radiative feedbacks derived169

here.170
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171

Finally, we compute the change in the surface sensible heat flux, near-surface air172

temperature, and dry-static energy flux divergence. The change in the dry-static energy173

flux divergence is computed from the difference in the change in net energy input into174

the atmosphere (top-of-atmosphere minus surface heat fluxes) and the change in latent175

energy flux divergence which is equal to the E 1 ´ P 1 (in W m´2).176

3. Contributions to regional precipitation change177

We begin by assessing the contribution of each mechanism in Eq. (3) to the zonal-mean178

structure of relative precipitation change for GCMs in CMIP5 and CMIP6, as outlined179

in Section 2.1. The multi-model and zonal-mean precipitation change for years 130 – 150180

(relative to years 1 – 20) is shown in Figure 2. GCMs participating in both CMIP5 and181

CMIP6 show polar-amplified relative precipitation change, predicting a relative increase182

of 20´40% in each polar region compared to an increase of 5´20% in the tropics. GCMs183

in CMIP6 show an overall larger increase in precipitation when compared to CMIP5,184

and there is also a stronger decrease in Northern Hemisphere subtropical precipitation185

in CMIP6 when compared to CMIP5 (Fig. 2a-b). This is likely related to the overall186

higher transient warming and climate sensitivities of GCMs in CMIP6 (Zelinka et al.,187

2020; Meehl et al., 2020).188

189

a b

Figure 2. Contributions to the relative precipitation change. Multi-model

mean and zonal-mean relative precipitation change for (a) CMIP5 and (b) CMIP6. The

black line represents the total change and each colored line represents an individual

mechanism from Eq. (3). Changes are computed as the difference between years 130

– 150 and years 1 – 20 in abrupt-4xCO2 simulations.

All mechanisms contribute to the zonal-mean structure of relative precipitation change,190

but the influence of each term is regionally distinct (Fig. 2). In the tropics (10°S to191

10°N), an increase in the dry-static flux divergence contributes to almost all of the rel-192

ative precipitation increase for both CMIP5 and CMIP6 (Fig. 2a-b). Greater export193
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of dry-static energy in the tropics results in more atmospheric cooling which must be194

balanced by more latent heat release from precipitation. The cloud feedback (mainly195

the longwave component; not shown) contributes to a slight precipitation decrease in196

the deep tropics for both CMIP5 and CMIP6 (Fig. 2a-b). In the subtropics (10°S/N to197

30°S/N), an increase in the dry-static energy flux convergence contributes to the slight198

decrease in precipitation; the greater drying of the Northern Hemisphere subtropics,199

particularly in CMIP6, arises from hemispheric asymmetries in the dry-static energy200

flux divergence and likely hemispheric asymmetries in Hadley circulation changes. The201

subtropical increase in the dry-static energy flux convergence is also largely opposed202

by the lapse rate and Planck feedbacks (Fig. 2). For CMIP5 and CMIP6, both the203

lapse rate and Planck feedback contribute to radiative cooling in the tropics and sub-204

tropics, which is balanced by an increase in precipitation and latent heat release (Fig. 2).205

206

In the polar regions, a number of processes contribute to the relative precipitation207

change. Reduced dry-static energy flux convergence contributes to an overall increase208

in precipitation in both polar regions. A reduction in the meridional temperature gradi-209

ent in both hemispheres reduces the dry-static flux convergence in the polar regions and210

therefore contributes to a cooling tendency that is balanced by an increase in precipita-211

tion due to latent heat release. The contribution of dry-static energy flux convergence212

changes in the Arctic is slightly higher in CMIP6 than in CMIP5, likely because CMIP6213

GCMs exhibit stronger Arctic amplification (Hahn et al., 2021), which results in a214

greater reduction in the dry-static energy flux convergence and thus more of a cooling215

tendency. The Planck feedback contributes even more to the overall increase in pre-216

cipitation in the polar regions, where combined with polar-amplified warming, there is217

substantial local radiative cooling. The Planck feedback contributes to 40 – 60% of the218

relative precipitation increase in both polar regions, with changes in the dry-static flux219

divergence contributing to 10 – 30%.220

221

Most other terms contribute to decreases in precipitation or small increases in222

precipitation. Surface sensible heat flux changes contribute slightly to the relative223

precipitation increase, particularly in subpolar regions where ocean circulations shape224

the degree of surface warming (Marshall et al., 2015). At higher-latitudes, the surface225

sensible heat flux changes contribute to a decrease in precipitation. In both polar226

regions, the net cloud feedback (including shortwave and longwave processes; not shown)227

contributes some to the relative increase in precipitation. The lapse rate feedback, which228

is strongly positive in the polar regions, contributes to a large decrease in precipitation229

in both polar regions. Notably, the decrease in precipitation associated with the lapse230

rate feedback is much smaller in the Antarctic when compared to the Arctic, despite the231

Planck feedback contributing to a similar precipitation increase in both regions. This is232

likely related to the fact that the lapse rate feedback is strongly influenced by Antarctic233

ice-sheet elevation (Hahn et al., 2020). Finally, in contrast to studies examining polar234

warming using a top-of-atmosphere perspective (e.g., Pithan and Mauritsen, 2014; Hahn235
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et al., 2021), the surface-albedo feedback contributes only slightly to the increase in236

precipitation in both polar regions for both CMIP5 and CMIP6 (Fig. 2). However, this237

reflects the fact that most surface-albedo changes are radiated directly to space, not238

absorbed in the atmosphere. The water vapor feedback is similarly a small contributor,239

with the exception of the Antarctic, where the feedback is negative (Fig. S1) and the240

associated precipitation change, positive.241

3.1. Polar amplification of precipitation change242

We next examine contributions to the polar-amplified pattern of relative precipitation243

change in CMIP6 by following Pithan and Mauritsen (2014) and Hahn et al. (2021), and244

plotting relative precipitation change on a scatter plot where the x-axis represents the245

area-weighted averaged of each term in the tropics and the y-axis represents the area-246

weighted averaged of each term in the polar regions. The polar regions are defined from247

60°S/N to 90°S/N, while the tropical region is defined as 10°S to 10°N. This is slightly248

different from the tropical domain used by other studies that examine contributions to249

the polar amplification of warming, but because precipitation change exhibits a more250

narrowly peaked pattern in the tropics, we opt to define a smaller tropical domain. The251

following results are similar for a tropical region averaged from 30°S to 30°N, but the252

influence of changes in the dry-static energy flux divergence on tropical precipitation253

change decreases slightly (see Figure S2). The results are also similar for CMIP5 (see254

Figure S3). Changes that fall above the one-to-one line contribute to polar amplifica-255

tion of relative precipitation change whereas changes that fall below the one-to-one line256

contribute to tropical amplification of relative precipitation change.257

258

The key contribution to the amplification of relative precipitation change in the polar259

regions is the Planck feedback, giving a factor of six increase in the Antarctic and260

Arctic relative to the tropics (Fig. 3a-b). Changes in the dry-static energy flux261

divergence contribute almost equally to the relative change in precipitation in both262

the Antarctic and Arctic when compared to the tropics. The lapse rate feedback263

contributes to a tropical-amplified precipitation response relative to both polar regions264

causing approximately a 2% increase in the tropics and a 10% and 20% decrease265

in the Antarctic and Arctic, respectively. However, the combined contribution of266

the total temperature feedback (Planck and lapse rate) results in a weaker polar-267

amplified response in both polar regions (Fig. 3, brown/green dot). In the Arctic,268

the combined temperature feedback, cloud feedback, and the dry-static energy flux269

divergence contribute a similar amount to the polar-amplified response, while in the270

Antarctic, the combined temperature feedback contributes more to the polar-amplified271

response. The combined temperature feedback might also explain why the Antarctic272

has a larger local hydrological sensitivity than the Arctic (see Fig. 1d), as a weaker lapse273

rate feedback favors stronger net radiative cooling relative to the Arctic. In both the274

Antarctic and Arctic, the cloud feedback also contributes slightly to the polar-amplified275
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a b

Figure 3. Contributions to the polar amplification of relative precipitation

change. Area-averaged multi-model mean relative precipitation change from 10˝S to

10˝N plotted against the area-averaged multi-model mean relative precipitation change

from (a) 60˝S to 90˝S and (b) 60˝N to 90˝N. The black dot represents the total change

and each colored dot represents an individual mechanism from Eq. (3) in CMIP6.

Changes are computed as the difference between years 130 – 150 and years 1 – 20 in

abrupt-4xCO2 simulations.

precipitation response causing a 2% decrease in the tropics and a 6% and 2% increase276

in the Antarctic and Arctic, respectively. In the Antarctic, the water vapor feedback277

contributes slightly to the amplified precipitation response, while in the Arctic, the278

water vapor feedback does not contribute to the amplified precipitation response. In279

both polar regions, the surface-albedo feedback contributes little to the polar-amplified280

response (Fig. 3).281

3.2. Sources of intermodel spread in regional precipitation change282

We next investigate sources of intermodel spread in the relative change in precipitation283

for the tropics, subtropics, and polar regions by examining the contribution of each284

mechanism in Eq. (3) for each GCM from CMIP6. We focus on CMIP6, but similar285

results are obtained for the CMIP5 intermodel spread (see Figure S4). In the Arc-286

tic (60°N to 90°N), the single largest contributor to the intermodel spread in relative287

precipitation change is the Planck feedback, where combined with large intermodel dif-288

ferences in Arctic warming, there is substantial intermodel spread in radiative cooling289

(Fig. 4a). Changes in the dry-static energy flux divergence also contribute to the in-290

termodel spread (Fig. 4a). Notably, the lapse rate feedback and surface sensible heat291

flux changes contribute negatively to the intermodel spread, meaning GCMs with larger292

relative precipitation increases exhibit more negative contributions from these two terms293
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a

b

c

d

e

Figure 4. See next page.
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Figure 4. Contributions to the intermodel spread in relative precipitation

change. The area-averaged relative precipitation change for each CMIP6 GCM in

the (a) Arctic (60˝N to 90˝N), (b) Northern Hemisphere subtropics (10˝N to 30˝N),

(c) tropics (10˝S to 10˝N), (d) Southern Hemisphere subtropics (10˝S to 30˝S), and

(e) Antarctic (60˝S to 90˝S). Lines are linear regressions of individual contributions

against the total relative precipitation change. Filled circles on the black vertical

line represent the multi-model mean values. The right-hand side shows the spread of

individual contributions for the 61 GCM simulations. Boxes show the median, 25th

and 75th percentiles, and whiskers show the full model spread. Note each panel has

different x-axis and y-axis limits. Changes are computed as the difference between

years 130 – 150 and years 1 – 20 in abrupt-4xCO2 simulations.

(Fig. 4a, left). The surface-albedo feedback contributes little to the intermodel spread294

(Fig. 4a).295

296

In the Northern Hemisphere subtropics (10°N to 30°N), an increase in the dry-static en-297

ergy flux convergence dominates the intermodel spread in relative precipitation change,298

with little contribution from atmospheric radiative feedbacks or surface sensible heat299

flux changes (Fig. 4b). Similarly, in the tropics (10°S to 10°N), most of the intermodel300

spread in regional relative precipitation change is attributed to a increase in the dry-301

static energy flux divergence (Fig. 4c). The other terms, including cloud feedbacks,302

contribute little to the intermodel spread. In fact, cloud feedbacks dampen the inter-303

model spread as GCMs with larger relative precipitation increases exhibit slightly more304

negative contributions from cloud feedbacks (Fig. 4c). A similar picture emerges for the305

Southern Hemisphere subtropics (10°S to 30°S); changes in the dry-static energy flux306

divergence dominates the intermodel spread in subtropical precipitation decrease (Fig.307

4d). However, in contrast to the Northern Hemisphere subtropics, the Planck feedback308

also contributes some to the intermodel spread in the Southern Hemisphere subtropics309

(Fig. 4b and 4d).310

311

Finally, in the Antarctic (60°S to 90°S), the intermodel spread in relative precipitation312

change is also dominated by both the Planck feedback and changes in the dry-static313

energy flux divergence (Fig. 4e). The cloud feedback also contributes to the intermodel314

spread, however, it only contributes to approximately 20% of the total intermodel spread315

(Fig. 4e). As with the Arctic, the surface sensible heat flux and lapse rate feedback316

contributes negatively to the intermodel spread in the Antarctic, meaning GCMs with317

higher relative precipitation change exhibit more negative contributions from these two318

terms (Fig. 4e, left).319

320

Because the intermodel spread in regional precipitation change is impacted not only by

the variance of each term but also by their covariances, we follow Caldwell et al. (2016)

and Hahn et al. (2021) and compute a covariance matrix of Eq. (3). The variance
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budget for a linear combination of variables is:

var

˜

N
ÿ

i“1

Xi

¸

“

N
ÿ

i“1

var pXiq ` 2
N
ÿ

j“1

N
ÿ

k“j`1

cov pXj, Xkq . (4)

Here, Xi represents each mechanism in Eq. (3) from GCMs in CMIP6. Variances for321

each term appear on the main diagonal, while covariance terms are on the off diagonals.322

However, because the covariance matrix is symmetric, each covariance must be included323

twice. So we instead double the value of covariances above the main diagonal and omit324

the corresponding covariances below the diagonal. Covariance terms can be positive or325

negative while variances are always positive. To easily interpret the covariance matrix,326

we normalize the covariance matrix by the variance in relative precipitation change for327

each region such that the sum of each covariance matrix is one.328

329

Figure 5 shows the covariance matrix of each mechanism in Eq. (3) from CMIP6 GCMs330

for the tropics, subtropics, and polar regions. Consistent with Figure 4, the main diag-331

onal for the Arctic shows large variances contributed by the Planck feedback, changes332

in the dry-static energy flux divergence, and the lapse rate feedback (Fig. 5a). Addi-333

tionally, a strong positive covariance between the Planck feedback and changes in the334

dry-static energy flux divergence amplifies the intermodel spread. A positive covari-335

ance arises because more Arctic warming implies stronger radiative cooling associated336

with the Planck feedback, but also less dry-static energy flux convergence due to a re-337

duction in the meridional temperature gradient, both of which cause cooling and an338

increase in precipitation. Conversely, a negative covariance between dry-static energy339

flux divergence changes and the lapse rate feedback and the surface sensible heat flux340

changes slightly dampens the intermodel spread (Fig. 5a). Negative covariances arise341

because the lapse rate feedback and surface sensible heat flux changes contribute to342

Arctic warming which causes a precipitation decrease, but Arctic warming also reduces343

the meridional temperature gradient and therefore reduces the dry-static energy flux344

convergence in the polar regions, contributing to slight cooling and thus an increase in345

precipitation. A strong negative covariance between the Planck and lapse-rate feedback346

in the Arctic strongly dampens the intermodel spread (Fig. 5a). A negative covariance347

here arises because in the Arctic, and polar regions more broadly, warming results in348

more radiative cooling from the Planck feedback but also more radiative warming from349

the lapse-rate feedback.350

351

In the subtropics and tropics, the main contributor to the intermodel spread is changes352

in the dry-static energy flux divergence (Fig. 5b-d). However, there are small, but signif-353

icant, negative covariances between the cloud feedback and dry-static energy flux diver-354

gence changes that slightly dampens the intermodel spread in the tropics and Northern355

Hemisphere subtropics (Fig. 5b-c). This is consistent with Schiro et al. (2022) who356

found a strong connection between the low cloud feedback and the Hadley circulation,357

which are the dominant component of dry-static energy transport in the tropics and358
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a b c

d e

Figure 5. Sources of uncertainty in relative precipitation change. Fractional

contributions of each mechanism in Eq. (3) to the intermodel variance in relative

precipitation change for the (a) Arctic (60˝N to 90˝N), (b) Northern Hemisphere

subtropics (10˝N to 30˝N), (c) tropics (10˝S to 10˝N), (d) Southern Hemisphere

subtropics (10˝S to 30˝S), and (e) Antarctic (60˝S to 90˝S) across CMIP6. Variances

smaller than +/- 0.1 are omitted.

subtropics.359

360

Finally, in the Antarctic, the dominant contributor to the intermodel spread in relative361

precipitation change is also the Planck feedback, but strong positive covariances exist for362

other terms that also play a leading role (Fig. 5e). For example, like in the Arctic, there363

is a strong positive covariance between the Planck feedback and changes in dry-static364

energy flux divergence that contributes substantially to the intermodel variance (Fig.365

5e). There is also a strong negative covariance between the lapse rate feedback and366

changes in dry-static energy flux divergence that contributes negatively to intermodel367

spread (Fig. 5e).368
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4. Discussion and conclusions369

In response to increased greenhouse-gas concentrations, comprehensive GCMs predict370

that precipitation will increase mostly in the tropics and high-latitudes. However, the371

relative change in precipitation is predicted to be largest in the polar regions, where a372

substantial absolute increase in precipitation coincides with small precipitation rates in373

the present-day climate (Fig. 1c and 1d). Understanding the causes of regional precip-374

itation change and the higher rates of relative precipitation change in the polar regions375

remains an active area of research.376

377

In this paper, we used an atmospheric energy budget to decompose regional precip-378

itation change in abrupt-4xCO2 simulations from GCMs in CMIP5 and CMIP6 into379

contributions from atmospheric radiative feedbacks, dry-static energy flux divergence380

changes, and surface sensible heat flux changes. In the tropics and subtropics, pre-381

cipitation change is dominated by changes in the dry-static energy flux divergence —382

consistent with Muller and O’Gorman (2011). In the polar regions, changes in radiative383

cooling, rather than changes in the dry-static energy flux divergence, dominate precip-384

itation change — which is also consistent with Pithan and Jung (2021). However, we385

further showed that the primary reason for the radiative cooling changes in both polar386

regions is the Planck feedback, which quantifies the radiative flux anomaly associated387

with vertically-uniform tropospheric warming equal to that of the surface, and is a ro-388

bust feature of the climate response. The polar-amplified pattern of warming results389

in more radiative cooling associated with the Planck feedback, which is balanced by390

an increase in precipitation associated with latent heat release. This explains why the391

relatively large increase in precipitation in the polar regions is a common feature of392

GCMs, as GCMs share similar Planck feedbacks and patterns of polar-amplified warm-393

ing (Tebaldi and Arblaster, 2014). However, there is a strong compensation from the394

lapse rate feedback that acts to reduce the influence of the Planck feedback in the Arctic395

and Antarctic. Modest additional contributions to the polar-amplified response come,396

in the Arctic, from the cloud feedback and, in the Antarctic, from the cloud feedback397

and water vapor feedback.398

399

We also used the atmospheric energy budget framework to examine the intermodel400

spread in regional precipitation change. In the polar regions, the intermodel spread in401

relative precipitation change is dominated by the Planck feedback and polar warming,402

with the lapse rate feedback and dry-static energy flux divergence changes playing sec-403

ondary roles. In all regions, including the subtropics and tropics, large covariances exist404

between radiative feedbacks and changes in the dry-static energy flux divergence that405

act to amplify or dampen the intermodel spread. For example, in the tropics, cloud406

feedbacks and changes in the dry-static energy flux divergence have a fairly strong neg-407

ative covariance that dampens the intermodel spread, while in the Arctic, the Planck408

feedback and dry-static energy flux divergence changes have a strong positive covariance409
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that amplifies the intermodel spread.410

411

Despite the utility of this framework for decomposing model projections of regional412

precipitation change into individual mechanisms, it is well understood that radiative413

feedbacks alter atmospheric energy transport (e.g., Hwang et al., 2011; Zelinka and414

Hartmann, 2012; Feldl et al., 2017). A limitation of using a fixed atmospheric energy415

budget to diagnose mechanisms of regional precipitation change is that it implicitly416

includes interactions between radiative feedbacks, making mechanistic interpretation417

difficult. For example, the strength of the lapse-rate feedback may be impacted by the418

amount of surface warming contributed by the surface-albedo feedback (e.g., Graversen419

et al., 2014; Feldl et al., 2017, 2020). An alternative perspective may be provided by420

“feedback locking” experiments similar to those of Beer and Eisenman (2022), where421

atmospheric energy transport and other feedbacks can interact with each other in an422

energy balance model of hydrological changes (e.g., Siler et al., 2018; Bonan et al.,423

2023). Indeed, some of these interactions and relationships are evident in the covariance424

analysis of Section 3.2 (see Figure 5). This analysis shows large covariances between425

radiative feedbacks and changes in the dry-static energy flux divergence in the polar re-426

gions. Similarly, in the tropics, the negative covariance between the cloud feedback and427

changes in the dry-static energy flux divergence indicates that the cloud feedback and428

dry-static energy transport, which is primarily accomplished by the Hadley circulation,429

are strongly related. Future work should explore how radiative feedbacks interact with430

dry-static energy transport to alter regional precipitation change.431

432

Our study also contains a few other caveats. First, this framework is a purely diagnostic433

approach and does not allow for determination of causality. Each term in Eq. (3) is ac-434

tually a response that corresponds to or balances the regional precipitation change, and435

is therefore a combination of cause and effect of regional precipitation change. Apply-436

ing this framework to transient climate change experiments might improve mechanistic437

interpretations of regional precipitation change. Second, we only focused on annual438

changes. It is well known that some of the largest changes to precipitation are predicted439

to occur in winter, when the amplification of temperature change is also strongest (e.g.,440

Pithan and Mauritsen, 2014; Pithan and Jung, 2021). Examining the seasonality of441

precipitation change through an atmospheric energy budget perspective may change442

the impact of each mechanism on regional precipitation change. Third, other work has443

shown that precipitation exhibits a so-called “fast” and “slow” response to radiative444

forcing and temperature changes, respectively (Yang et al., 2003; Andrews and Forster,445

2010; Bala et al., 2010). We ignored the fast response of precipitation change, but the446

framework introduced in this paper could be used to understand differences in the fast447

and slow responses of regional precipitation to radiative forcing. Finally, we did not448

normalize the precipitation change from each GCM by the amount of warming, which449

might account for some of the intermodel spread in regional precipitation change.450

451
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Overall, we show the Arctic and Antarctic exhibit larger relative increases in precipita-452

tion under greenhouse-gas forcing because of the Planck feedback and polar amplifica-453

tion of warming, which favors strong radiative cooling that is balanced by an increase454

in latent heat release associated with precipitation. This explains why most GCMs455

exhibit a polar-amplified precipitation response, as both the Planck feedback and polar-456

amplified warming are fundamental aspects of the climate response to greenhouse-gas457

forcing. Much of the intermodel spread in polar precipitation change can be also be at-458

tributed to the Planck feedback. However, other components and their covariances can459

contribute substantially to the intermodel spread in regional precipitation change. For460

example, in the polar regions, a covariance between the Planck feedback and changes461

in the dry-static energy flux divergence also contribute to the intermodel spread be-462

cause more polar warming leads to stronger radiative cooling from the Planck feedback463

but also a reduction in the meridional temperature gradient that reduces poleward dry-464

static energy transport. Both of these processes result in a cooling tendency that is465

balanced by latent heat release from an increase in precipitation. A key implication of466

this work is that constraining regional precipitation change will require constraining not467

only individual radiative feedbacks, but also the covariances between them, which can468

contribute equally if not more to the intermodel spread in regional precipitation change.469

More broadly this work highlights the need to better understand interactions between470

radiative feedbacks and poleward energy transport, and their connection to regional471

hydrological changes.472
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